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Molecular disease mechanisms constitute abnormalities in 
the coregulation of genes

Alterations in gene regulation typically result in up and 
down regulation of genes

BUT

Not all changes in coregulation show up as patterns of up 
or down regulated genes 

Differential Expression



Differential Coexpression



A Regulatory Mechanism is Breaking Down
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How can we find differential coexpression patterns ?

Do these pattern exist in real data ?

Are they biologically meaningful ?

Did we really need a new method to find them ?

Questions



How did we find differential expression patterns ?

By screening one gene after the other

Problem:
Differential expression is a property of a single gene, differential 
coexpression is a property of a set of genes

... we need to screen all subsets of genes on the chip

... this is hard and can only be done heuristically

The problem of finding differential coexpression is mainly a 
problem of efficient search 

How can we find differential coexpression 
patterns ?



B: Greedy stochastic downhill search

1. Choose a random set of genes and score it

2. Randomly select a neighboring set ( no more than k 
different genes ) and calculate its score

3. If the score of the new set is lower, change to the new set 
otherwise keep the old set

4. Iterate until you find a local minimum of the score

A: Decide on a score for differential coexpression

The computational costs for scoring a candidate set  are 
critical for the practicality of the algorithm

The algorithm is stochastic. Restarting it several times can 
result in different local minima corresponding to different 
differential coregulation patterns
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The trick ( borrowed from Cheng and Church ):

Calculating S is computationally expensive, but it is very cheap to 
decide whether adding or replacing genes leads to a higher or 
lower score, much cheaper than for the correlation coefficient



Some Fine-tuning



Do these pattern exist in real data ?

Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia

• About 1/3 of all pediatric cancers
• Different cytogenetic risk groups (e.g. 70% overall cure rate vs. 

30% in phil+)
• We compared cytogenetically normal children to those with the 

phil+ translocation

Yeoh EJ, RossMEet al. (2002) Classication, subtype discovery, and
prediction of outcome in pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia
by gene expression proling, Cancer Cell, 1(2), 133-43.



Differential coexpression in phil+ leukemia

norm phil+norm phil+



Proteasome-Ubiquitin Pathway ( for several cancers including CLL, 
inhibition can induce apoptosis)

Involved in degradation of p27 ( prognostic factor in B-cell 
lymphoma )
Most others: protein synthesis, protein transport, protein degradation

Are the patterns biologically meaningful ?



Did we really need a new method to find the patterns?

Screening for differential 
expression:

Hierarchical clustering:

The genes in the two 
patterns have ranks between 
106-6114



Thank You


